MEMORANDUM

TO: The Commission
FROM: Office of the Commission Secretary
DATE: July 27, 2022
SUBJECT: AO 2022-14 (Google LLC) 4 Individual Comments

Attached are 4 individual comments on AO 2022-14 (Google LLC).

Attachment
Do NOT allow this. Enough is enough. I don't need politics in my inbox.

Roy Kupersmith
To Whom it may Concern,

It is time this country put country over party and profit. The spam of all types are the poison of this country. Political lies have almost fueled a coup last year. This has to end and we are watching who is helping and who is contributing to the failure of democracy.

Please do your part to clean up the filth that comes over your platform. It should ONLY be put out there if it is proven true. Any false claims that have been verified should never be put out on your platform. Regardless of profit. Do your part. We are watching.

A Google customer and American!

Frank Simplicio
I am writing to follow up on my previous email with newly discovered evidence.

Project Veritas released a video tape of a google employee admitting that they had intentionally tried to prevent Donald Trump from getting re-elected. This constitutes "any thing of value" provided for or against a political campaign, and should be regulated by campaign finance disclosures.

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/nplR_X_LmrM
I strongly stand AGAINST this proposal and will use the first page of Google's request as means of explanation:

"Gmail’s filtering capabilities and security protections are built to give users the best overall Gmail experience by delivering the emails they want to see." (emphasis mine)

"Once an Eligible Participant is accepted into the pilot, ... those emails will not be affected by forms of spam detection to which they would otherwise be subject."

If a citizen wishes to receive email from a candidate committee, political party committee, or PAC, then they can opt in. Allowing every entity that claims to have some political purpose to flood our inboxes with unsolicited and undesired emails would be quite detrimental. We do not want to see these emails.